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FULL SATISFACTION CLASSES AND RECURSIVE 
SATURATION 

BY 

A. H. LACHLAN 

ABSTRACT. It is shown that a nonstandard model of Peano 
arithmetic which has a full satisfaction class is necessarily recursively 
saturated. 

The purpose of this note is to complement the paper [1] which immediately 
precedes this one by proving: 

THEOREM. If M is a nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic having a full 
satisfaction class then M is recursively saturated. 

We shall use the notation and terminology of [1]. Fix a nonstandard model 
M of PA. Since a finite number of elements of M may be coded by a single 
element it is sufficient to show that M satisfies 

(1) Vy( A ( s * A <Pi(x, y ) ) ->3* A nix, y)) 
\n<a>\ i<n I i<<* / 

for any recursive sequence ((Pi(x, y):i<<o) of formulas of L having at most x, y 
free. Fix such a recursive sequence (<pf(x, y): i<o>) then without loss of 
generality we may assume that M satisfies 

(2) VxVy(<pi+1(x, y) -> <p4(x, y)). 

It is convenient to let ô0(x, y) denote the formula —\<p0(x,y) and ôi+1(x, y) 
denote (pt(x, y)A —\<pi+1(x, y). Let aeM be nonstandard. 

The key to our proof is the construction of a certain sequence of nonstand
ard formulas. First note that inside M there is an ^-infinite sequence of 
formulas {(pt(x, y) : i ̂  a) having at most x, y free such that its standard part is 
the recursive sequence fixed above. The 8-sequence is extended in the obvious 
way to an ^-finite sequence (8t(x, y): i<a). Now inside M we define by 
simultaneous induction two sequences of L-formulas {i/ff(x, y): i < a ) and 
<0y(jc, y) : j < i < a) by letting «fofo y), 0ifo(*, y) be x = x for i < a, 6u+1(x, y) be 

(3) (3x(ife(x, y)ASi_0.+1)(x, y))A<Pi_0.+1)(x, y)) 

v(- i3*0h(x, y)AÔi_(j+1)(x, y))A0y(x, y)) 
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for j<i<a, and i/>i+i(x, y) be 

(4) (x = x A -i3x<fo(*> y)) v(3x<fc(x, y) A 0 M (X , y)). 

The sequence (tfo(x, y) : i < a) is the one we need. 
For proof by contradiction fix beM such that 

(5) MN A (a^A^U^JA-iaxAcpiUb), 

otherwise there is nothing to prove. Let 2 be a full satisfaction class for M and 

Si = {ceM:ifc(c,ft)e2} 0 ' ^ ) -

Here it is worth recalling that a full satisfaction class is a notion of truth in M 
for the sentences of *L(Jl), which agrees with the usual notion on standaid 
sentences. Call two formulas 7r0(x), TT^X) of *L(M) equivalent if Vx(770(x) <-» 
77!(x)) is in 2 . 

From (5) and the definition of 8t(x, y), if i < a and S ^ 0 there is a least 
number Mt < cu such that 

3x(^(x,b)AÔn i(x,b))e2. 

Suppose St i
1 0 and nf < i. From (3) by descending induction on / we see that 

0M(x, b) is equivalent to 0M(x, b) for i-nt<j< i. Further, putting j + \ = i-ni 

in (3) we see that 0M_n.(x, b) is equivalent to <pn.(x, b). Hence 0M(x, b) is 
equivalent to <pn.(x, b), and from (4) for i<a we have 

(6) [ $ ^ 0 and i > nt] => [iAi+i(x, b) is equivalent to <p„.(x, b)\ 

From (2), (5), and the right hand side of (6) we can deduce that ni+1 is defined 
and ni+1>ni. Thus for i<a 

(7) [ S ^ 0 a n d i > ^ ] = » [ S i + 1 ^ 0 a n d n s < n i + J . 

The last observation we need is that for i < a 

(8) Ss = 0 = > S i + 1 ^ 0 

which is immediate from (4). 
From (7) and (8) it is clear that Sa, Sa_1? S a _ 2 , . . . are all nonempty and that 

na> na-i, na-2>.. is a strictly descending sequence of natural numbers. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 

Kotlarski has supplied the following example which shows that in general 
having a full satisfaction class does not imply resplendence. Let N be the 
standard model of PA and 2 be its truth set, i.e. the set of Godel numbers of 
sentences true in Jf. Using a theorem of McDowell and Specker [3] we obtain 
an elementary end extension (*N, *2) of (N, 2) which is co1-like. Then 2 is a 
full satisfaction class for *N which being a two-cardinal model is not resplen
dent. 
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